
Flaw Description Cost Category 

Clan Enmity You are deemed unworthy in the eyes of a clan -4 Social 

Allergic The substance causes you problems -2 Physical 

Compulsion You are compelled to do a certain action regularly -1 Mental 

Hatred You hate a certain group of mortals -1 Mental 

Infamous Sire Your sire is known for their misdeeds -1 
Kindred 
World 

Intolerance 
You cannot tolerate a certain group of mortals or supernatural 
beings -1 Mental 

Poor memory You are forgetful -1 Mental 

Spirit Magnet Spirits are attracted to you and its not good -3 Supernatural 

Enemy You have an important enemy -2 
Kindred 
World 

Phobia You are irrationally affraid of something -2 Mental 

Ward 
You need to look after someone who cannot look after 
themselves -3 

Mortal 
World 

Infamous family Your mortal family is infamous -1 
Mortal 
World 

Derangement You have a mental illness -2 Mental 

Stutter You stutter badly -1 Physical 

Vengeful You will work hard to avenge any slight against you -2 Mental 

Addiction You are addicted to something -1 Mental 

Cursed You suffer from a supernatural curse -3 Supernatural 

Prey Exclusion You cannot feed from a certain group without frenzying -1 Supernatural 

Dark Secret You have a secret that would ruin your social standing -1 
Kindred 
World 

Addiction 
You are addicted to something difficult to obtain or a very hard 
drug -3 Mental 

Bad Reputation You have some notoriety among mortals -1 Perception 

Deaf You cannot hear anything! -4 Physical 

Lame You have a limp - you are severely impaired when it comes to -3 Physical 

Mute You cannot speak. -3 Physical 

Permanent 
Wound 

You wake each night with damage to your body (4 points of 
lethal) -3 Physical 

Hard of Hearing You have trouble hearing -1 Perception 

Missing Eye You have lost an eye -1 Perception 

Poor Eyesight A form of minor blindness -1 Perception 

Light Sensitivity You are far more sensitive to sunlight than other kindred -5 Supernatural 

Repelled by 
Crosses 

You must flee from crosses, even when they are not backed by 
faith -3 Supernatural 

Repulsed by 
Garlic You dislike garlic intensely -1 Supernatural 

Weak Willed When someone shouts jump, you jump -3 Mental 

Amnesia 
You have a tendency to forget things or have forgotten a large 
portion of your life -2 Mental 

Anachronism 
You don't like these new fangled inventions and refuse to use 
them -2 

Mortal 
World 



Colour Blindness You cannot distinguish colours -2 Perception 

Deformity 
You are disfigured (phys rep required, Nosferatu cannot take 
this) -2 Physical 

Eerie Presence 
You make mortals nervous as they are instinctively aware that 
you are not human -2 Supernatural 

Infamous You have a reputation among the kindred for some misdeed -2 
Kindred 
World 

Tainted with Evil 
Something happened even before you were born to mark you 
out -2 Supernatural 

Deep Sleeper You wake up later in the night -1 Mental 

Expenses You are required to supply money on a regular basis to a per -1 
Mortal 
World 

Illiterate You cannot read or write -1 Aptitudes 

Sire's 
Resentment Your sire doesn't like you -1 

Kindred 
World 

Soft Hearted You hate seeing violence -2 Metnal 

Methusela's 
Thirst (Minor) Mortal blood does not sustain you fully -5 Supernatural 

Decrepit You were old when you were embraced -2 Physical 

Cast No 
Refection You have no reflection in mirrors -1 Supernatural 

Dulled Bite Your fangs are undeveloped -2 Physical 

Bad Sight -1 (glasses/contacts), -3 (severe) -3 Physical 

Impatient No patience for standing around -1 Mental 

Incomplete 
Understanding You don't understand your sect -1 Social 

Tic/Twitch Physical tic when under stress -1 Physical 

Blind You cannot see at all -6 Physical 

Nightmares horrendous nightmares every night -1 Mental 

New Arrival You know nothing about the city -1 Social 

Disgrace to the 
Blood Sire says embrace was mistake -3 Social 

Shy Ill at ease in company -1 Social 

Territorial Dislike tresspassers in your area -2 Mental 

Slow Healing You heal very slowly -3 Physical 

Unconvinced Fail to see the need of your Clan/Sect ideology -1 Social 

Permanent Fangs Your fangs do not retract -3 Physical 

Recruitment 
Target Someone in the Sabbat wants to recruit you -1 

Kindred 
World 

Infertile Vitae You cannot create childer -5 Supernatural 

Old Flame Someone you loved is now your enemy -2 Social 

Catspaw Your dirty work has made you a liability -2 
Kindred 
World 

Rival Sires Two vampires wanted to embrace you -2 Social 

Flashbacks Trauma in your past affects you -6 Mental 

Stigmata You seep blood from phantom wounds -2 Supernatural 

Infectious Bite Your bites have a 1 in 5 chance of becoming infected -2 Physical 



 

Hunted Like A 
Dog 

The Sabbat or other Sect or group of vampires wants to kill 
you. -3 

Kindred 
World 

Haunted You are haunted by a vengeful spirit -3 Supernatural 

Blood Hunted 
You have been made the target of a blood hunt, all of the 
Camarilla is out for your blood -6 

Kindred 
World 

Blood Hunted 
You have been made the target of a blood hunt, and for you to 
return to your home city is death. -4 

Kindred 
World 


